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Abstract: The quality of business software is more and more becoming a competitive factor.
As complete testing is impossible, testers have to make decisions, e.g. to choose which parts of the
software have to be tested in which way. For this purpose, testers need a lot of information, e.g.
input documentation which serves as a basis for the derivation of test cases or information on the
project status which serves as a basis to plan the testing process. Thus, testers rely on up-to-date
and complete information in order to make sound decisions. Consequently, the quality of the
testing process depends on the quality of the information sources available for the testers. This
paper presents the results of an interview study conducted during the SIKOSA research project
with expert testers of our industry partners in order to identify the most valuable sources of
information during testing. Particularly, we investigated which documents are often used by testers
as well as the role of communication and experience. Our results show that defect reports are very
valuable. User manuals and problem reports are equally important, because they represent real
usage of the software and serve testers as input for realistic test cases. Additionally, our results
show the influence of an independent testing team on test process characteristics.

1. Introduction
Spectacular software failures like the crash of the Ariane 5 rocket [Do97], but also
software failures which occur daily in business software show, that testing activities are
essential in order to detect defects before release. However, complete testing is
impossible, and as a consequence, testers have to make a lot of decisions during the
testing process in order to constrain the set of potentially infinite number of test cases to
a set which can possibly detect the most critical defects. Thus, testers make decisions
e.g. on the test design technique to be used in order to derive test cases or on the test data
which serve as input for test cases. In order to make all these decisions thoroughly,
testers need complete and up-to-date information e.g. about requirements, project status,
etc.
The main assumption of our work is that the better the information and the
information flow between testers and other project members (e.g. requirements
engineers or project manager) is, the better will be the quality of the decisions made
during testing. The knowledge of testers’ information needs allows to provide testers
with the right information at the right time and to define the best way of providing it
(e.g. documented, verbal). On the basis of this knowledge, test process improvements
can be designed and implemented.
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In this paper, we present the results of an interview study performed during the
SIKOSA research project with expert testers which aims at analyzing information flow
within the testing processes. Particularly, we analyze which documents are frequently
used and which roles are consulted when making decisions during testing. Additionally,
we investigate the role of experience needed to make sound decisions. The results of the
study serve as a basis for recommendations regarding the optimization of a testing
process.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces a decision
framework, containing decisions to be made during the testing process. We used this
framework as the basis for our interview study during data collection and analysis.
Section 3 describes the design of the interview study. Section 4 presents the analyses of
the responses and Section 5 deals with threats to validity. Finally, Section 6 presents
related work and Section 7 concludes the paper.

2. Decisions within the Testing Process
This section introduces some basic concepts and the decision framework which
served as a basis for the interview study. In previous research work, we analyzed the
testing process [IHPR05], [BIL07a], [BIL07a] and developed a decision framework,
which identifies the decisions to be made during the testing process and assigns them to
decision levels.
Test planning and control (TP&C). Since testing is a complex process, thorough
planning and monitoring is needed. Consequently, during TP&C activities testers decide
on schedules, resources, and efforts estimated for testing activities as well as on risks
(which threaten the successful completion of the testing).
Test strategy definition (TSD). The main goal of TSD is to define which parts of the
software should be tested in which way (e.g. how intensively or with which test design
techniques) in order to find the most critical defects fast. Correspondingly, testers decide
on test end criteria, defining conditions which have to be fulfilled to finish testing
activities. Additionally, decisions on the test design techniques used to develop test cases
(to find the most critical defects) have to be made and a test model can be selected. A
test model, e.g. a state model facilitates the derivation of test cases. Closely related to the
selected model, the decision on the representation for the model as well as coverage
criteria e.g. transition coverage or state coverage in case of a state model can also be
decided during TSD. In the case of automation, testers also have to decide on the degree
of automation.
Test analysis and design (TA&D). During test analysis and design activities, testers
decide on test cases including test steps, test data and test sequences. Additionally,
testers review the documentation to be used as input for testing activities and decide on
their quality, e.g., testers decide on the testability of the requirements specification
document.
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Test execution (TE). During test execution, decisions on the evaluation of the
executed test cases (called test runs) have to be made. Consequently, testers have to
decide, whether a test run revealed a defect or not.
Test cycle evaluation (TCE). During test cycle evaluation, the results of the test runs
have to be analyzed. Thus, testers check, if the test end criteria have been fulfilled and
decide whether testing activities can be finished, or not.

3. Study Design
In this chapter, we present the research questions; we introduce the characteristics of
the participants of the interview study and give an overview of the data collection and
data analysis methods used to gather and to investigate the data.

3.1. Research Questions
In the following, research questions to be answered by this study as well as practical
motivations and hypotheses are listed.
Table 1: Research Questions
Questions

Motivation and Hypotheses

Q1: Which are
documents frequently
used by testers when
making which testing
decisions?

The main assumption of this research question is that documents are
an important information source for all participants of the software
engineering process, including testers. Knowing which documents
are frequently used by testers is important, because quality assurance
activities concerning information sources often consulted by testers
can be purposefully intensified.

Q2: Which role does
communication play as
an information source?

The main assumption of this question is that documentation is never
completely sufficient as input to the testing process, so that details
have to be clarified in face-to-face discussions. And even if
documentation were complete, up-to-date and unambiguous, the
direct communication is often favoured over reading documents.

Q3: Which is the role of
experience in testing?

This is an important question to be analysed, because it is important
to know to what extent and for which decisions testers rely on their
experience instead of documentation. Knowing this enables to
decide: Which activities are suited for test automation? (The more
experience is needed to make a specific decision, the less is the
decisions’ potential to be automated.)
•

Which decisions are suited to be executed by novice
testers? (The more experience is needed to make a specific
decision, the less it is suitable to be performed by novice
testers.)
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3.2. Participants
As we selected a qualitative approach, one main criterion for the selection of the
participants was their experience in the testing area. As a consequence, all participants
out of 5 organizations had at least 3 years of experience, and most of the participants
had 5 – 10 years of experience. Three participants had even more than 10 years of
experience. Table 2 summarizes the characteristics of the participants.
Table 2: Participants’ Characteristics
Experience
(in years)
>10

Role(s)

Main Tasks

Tester designer

>10

Tester designer

>10

Test manager

>10

Tester, Test manager

10

Test manager,
Quality engineer

10

Test manager, test
designer

5

Test manager

5

Test designer

5

Tester designer

3

Test automation
engineer

3

Test manager

Test planning
Test case design
Manual test execution
Test planning
Manual test execution
Establishment of a standard testing process including
supporting tools
Test planning
Manual test execution
Test planning
Test case design
Monitoring system operation
Test management and control
Test case prioritization
Human resources management and motivation
Product development,
Manual test execution and protocol
Coordination of testing activities
Product roll-out (= deployment in the productive
environment)
Supports test manager in planning activities
Test case design
Manual test execution and protocol
Test case design
Execution of test cases
Fault localisation
Regression testing
Manual test execution and protocol
Test automation: implementation of the test automation
framework
Test planning
Manual test execution
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3.3. Study Process
The study was conducted in the form of seven face-to-face interviews and one
telephone interview. Three interviewees completed the questionnaire “offline”. The
interviews were semi-structured, based on a questionnaire sent in advance to the
participants. The interviews took three hours on average.
The questionnaire itself consists of three parts. The first part contains questions
regarding the testers’ experience and role as well as questions on the organizational
testing process. Particularly, the interviewees were asked about the testing decisions to
be made during the testing process in their particular organisation. The second part of the
questionnaire addresses communication and documentation sources during testing, and
the third part contains questions regarding the role of experience within particular
activities. In the second part of the questionnaire, the interviewees got a list of
documents that could theoretically be used during testing decisions, e.g. requirements
specification or design specification. Then, we asked the interviewees which documents
are needed when making particular decisions. The interviewees were also asked to
indicate documents not contained in the list as well as a “wish list” containing
documents currently not available to them. Similarly, we asked the interviewees which
specific roles are consulted when making particular decisions. In the third part of the
questionnaire, we asked the interviewees to rate the experience needed to make
particular decisions.
Data Collection. In the data collection phase, field notes taken during the interviews
were coded and stored in a study data base. Coding [Se99] is a procedure which
transforms qualitative data into quantitative data by assigning values to qualitative
statements. This allows the combination of qualitative and quantitative methods for data
analysis. During the coding interviewees were contacted, when ambiguities in the data
occurred.
To assure the validity of our results, we used multiple information sources for
evidence as recommended in [Yi03]. Thus, beside interviews, document analyses have
been performed. We analyzed test case specification templates and test case
specifications, test protocols and test process descriptions as well as input documentation
e.g. requirements in the organization, the testers belong to. Furthermore, we got insight
into other information sources like discussion forums. Another aspect considered to
assure validity was the representativeness of the interviewees with regard to their
qualification, experience and testing tasks. All interviewees are experienced testers, four
of them with more than ten years of testing experience.
Data Analysis. For the data analysis, we used different qualitative and quantitative
analysis methods. Quantitative methods were used in order to determine tendencies in
the data, e.g. by counting which role is consulted most of all during the testing process.
Qualitative methods were used to search for an explanation for these particular
tendencies. Thus, we performed cross-case analysis [Se99] and partitioned the data into
different categories by using different criteria, e.g. we partitioned the data depending on
the testing group’s organization as an independent team or not.
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4. Analysis
In this section, the analysis of the results of the study is presented. First, we detail the
test process characteristics, including the roles and decisions mentioned by the
interviewees. Then, we discuss the documentation, communication and experience
characteristics. Finally, we present the problems during the testing process as mentioned
by the interviewees.

4.1. Test Process Characteristics
Test planning and control. With the exception of risk analysis, all decisions to be
made during TP&C (as described in section 2) are equally often mentioned to be
performed. 9 out of 11 interviewees mention that a particular decision is made during the
testing process in their organization. Only about half of the interviewees (6 mentions)
cited that a risk analysis is performed, when deciding on relevant risks influencing the
testing project. Only 4 of the interviewees report that all TP&C related decisions are in
the testing team’s field of responsibility. Three interviewees even indicate that all TP&C
related decisions are performed by persons not belonging to the testing team, mostly by
the project manager. In all other cases, TP&C related decisions are partially made by the
testing team.
Test strategy definition is a task not well established within the testing processes we
analyzed. Only few decisions are indicated to be made, where the definition of test end
criteria is a decision mentioned most by the interviewees (9) followed by the selection of
the test design technique (5). All other activities are rarely cited.
Test analysis and test design. Decisions on test steps, on test data and on test
sequences are indicated to be made by nearly all interviewees, whereas the assessment of
the testability as well as the assessment of the quality of the input documentation is only
indicated by about half of the interviewees. These decisions are mostly made by the
testing team. Within organizations not having an independent testing team, these
decisions are performed by developers (where the “tester” is not the developer of that
particular part of the software). Since most organizations do not automate tests, the
realization of test cases and consequently all decisions related to test automation are
confirmed only by a small part of the interviewees.
Test execution and test cycle evaluation. All interviewees report to make decisions
concerning the success or failure of particular test runs. The decision on the test run
evaluation is mostly made by testers, in some cases by the whole testing team. The
evaluation of a test cycle is only performed by less than half of the interviewees.
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To sum up, it is not surprising that decisions indicated to be made by almost all
interviewees concern test decisions in the narrow sense (test case definition and test
execution). However, TP&C as well as TA&D related decisions are each indicated to be
performed on average by 9 out of 11 interviewees. Decisions concerning the TCE as
well as the TSD are made on average by fewer than half of the interviewees. Figure 1
shows the test process characteristics as mentioned by the participants.

4.2. Documentation Characteristics
TP&C related decisions, particularly decisions on effort and schedule, require the
most documentation, followed by TA&D decisions, especially decisions on test data and
test steps as well as on the definition of test sequences. The interviewees report a high
need of documentation during TCE, especially the requirements and design
specification. Decisions during TSD and TE require little documentation.
The role of the requirements specification. The requirements specification is by far
the most important document for testers (46% of all decisions need the requirements
specification as input, see also Figure 1.). During TP&C, the requirements specification
is especially used for decisions concerning effort estimation and scheduling, whereas
during TA&D the requirements specification is especially used to decide on test cases
(including test steps, test data and test sequences). In addition, the requirements
specification is also used during TE in two contexts. First, when testers are pressed for
time, they report to use the requirements specification as test specification. In this case,
decisions on the test design are made concurrently to the test execution. Second, in case
of a failure or of an unexpected behaviour, testers consult the requirements specification
in order to analyze, if it is a real failure. Almost all testers emphasize the importance of
the requirements specification to be up-to-date and complete.
Learning from defects. Previously found defects are a very valuable information
source for testers, whereas both, defects found by the test team as well as defects
reported by customers are almost equally important (25% respectively 24% of all
decisions require customer problem report respectively bug reports as input, see also
Figure 1). Testers report that previously found defects are good indicators for defects in
the software because of following reasons:
(1)

(2)

Many defects persist across different versions. Two categories of persisting
defects are reported by testers, permanent defects, which occur across all
versions and “jumping” defects, which regularly “jump” over a constant
number of versions.
The correction of a defect introduces more defects.
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Knowing potential defects, testers can decide on the test effort to be spent to test
particular areas of the software. Defects also serve as input for TA&D. On the one hand,
testers select test cases to be re-executed if they revealed a defect. On the other hand,
testers develop new test cases on the basis of known defects using different strategies,
which we refer to as intensifying, expansion and transferring.
(1)

Intensifying: Testers investigate the functionality more intensively and usually
vary e.g. the test data or the preconditions of the test case.
(2)
Expansion: Testers search for functionality used by or using the functionality
which revealed the defect.
(3)
Transferring: Testers search for similar functionality (which could contain the
same defect).
Figure 2 illustrates the documents needed as input during testing as mentioned by the
interviewees.
46
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Figure 2: Documentation needs during testing

The role of the user within the testing process. Even though only few of the testers
are in direct contact with users, they play an important role during testing. Using
documentation produced for and by users, testers can develop more realistic and more
relevant test cases. Thus, testers bridge the gap to the customer by using customer
problem reports and user manuals in order to develop realistic test scenarios and in order
to define test environments and configurations close to the real productive environments.
Consequently, this documentation is very valuable when deciding on test data and test
steps. One interviewee also mentioned to use the user manual, to get familiar with the
software system.
Wish lists. Asked for information sources, which are not available but which were
useful for testing, 4 interviewees emphasize that up-to-date and complete requirements
are crucial and more important than other documented information sources. Interviewees
cite two reasons why requirements specifications are usually not up-to-date and
complete: time pressure at creation time but also the fact that requirements engineers are
not aware of the tester’s information needs.
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4.3. Communication Characteristics
Most communication during the testing process occurs with the requirements
engineer and the project manager followed by the developer. Testers have direct contact
to the customer only when the customer is “in-house”. Despite of the request of the
testers to be closer to customers, apart from this there is no direct communication
between testers and customers. Figure 3 shows the percentage of decisions in which a
role is involved.
Most communication is reported to take place during TA&D, where the main
communication partners mentioned by the interviewees are requirements engineers and
project managers. However, during TE, there is also a great need for communication.
The main contact persons are requirements engineers and developers mostly in the
presence of a failure. Communication during TP&C occurs mostly with the project
manager. However, little communication takes place during TSD and TCE.
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Figure3: Communication Characteristics

4.4. Experience Characteristics
The interviewees report, that most experience is required during TP&C and during
TCE. Additionally, a lot of experience is required for TA&D. In contrast, little
experience is required for decisions related to TSD and to TE.
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Among the decisions made during the testing process, the definition of test data is
stated to be the one requiring the most system specific experience. All interviewees
indicate that this decision requires very much experience. Additionally, this is the only
decision, which solely requires system specific experience. Effort estimation and risk
analysis as well as the evaluation of the test cycle are also indicated by the interviewees
to require high system specific experience. Generally, almost all decisions require more
system specific than general experience. Managerial activities, e.g. scheduling, resource
planning and effort estimation require the most general experience. As expected, test
case execution and evaluation require the least system specific and general experience.

4.5 Problems
In the following, the main problems as mentioned by the interviewees are presented.
Poor quality of the documents used as input, especially poor quality of the
requirements specification is one of the major issues during testing. We asked the
interviewees to indicate the most severe problems occurring during testing. One of the
most frequently mentioned problem concerns the quality of the input documents,
particularly the lack of quality of the requirements specification. Only two participants
do not indicate poor requirements as one of the most difficult problems during testing.
Three participants especially require more detailed descriptions, particularly concerning
pre- and post conditions of a requirement as well as dependencies between requirements
and between the software and its environment (including the software and hardware
environment). One of the main reasons for the poor quality of the requirements from the
testers’ point of view is the lack of involvement in the review process. Only half of the
interviewees report that testers are involved in the review process. In one special case,
the requirements specification is not reviewed at all.
Testing decisions require system specific experience. Almost all decisions require
more system specific than general experience. Additionally, testers indicate to rely on
their own experience, rather than on experience made by others, as they do not
frequently consult published defect lists.
Testers rely on their own experience more than on test design techniques when
deciding on test data and test steps. Testers rely more on their own experience than on
test design techniques which generate a high amount of test cases and prefer an
exploratory-oriented approach. Additionally, in the case of time pressure, testers deviate
from systematic approaches and reduce the set of test cases according to their own
experience. E.g. when applying equivalence partitioning results in 6 equivalence classes,
and the testers rate 4 of them as unrealistic and with low potential to detect defects, they
decide to specify and execute only these two test cases which they appraise to be well
suited to reveal a defect.
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High documentation and communication needs during test execution suggest
incomplete descriptions of the expected outcome in test case specifications. Reasons for
this are either quality deficiencies in the documentation which served as input for
decisions on test cases or shortage of time when testers decided on test cases, leading to
incomplete descriptions of the expected outcome.
The results of a test cycle can not be objectively assessed. Surprisingly, testers
point out the role of experience in the evaluation a test cycle. One would expect that the
evaluation of the test results “only” requires a decision on the efficiency of the test
strategy, i.e. Have the test design techniques been applied and have the test end criteria
been met? But since the test strategy definition is not well established in testing
processes, the decisions related to TSD have to be taken later, namely during the test
evaluation. Additionally, one participant criticizes the lack of a systematic learning
process across test cycles.

5. Threats to Validity
One threat to validity of our study is the fact that the results may be specific to the
particular interviewees. We addressed this problem by selecting very experienced testers
for the interviews. Another threat is the ability to generalize the results due to the fact
that we selected a small population. We addressed this problem by using techniques
which assure validity of qualitative studies [Se99], [Yi03]: 1) Diversification: Diversity
with respect to the focus of the activities performed by the interviewees was a key
criterion when selecting the participants of the study. 2) Methodological triangulation:
We used different methods to analyse the data (quantitative and qualitative techniques,
as described in Section 3.3). 3) Theory triangulation: by trying out several explanations
for all results in Section 4. E.g. the result, that the requirements specification document
is a key information source for testers can be confirmed by several facts. First, asked for
main problems in the testing process, almost all interviewees indicate the poor quality of
the requirements specification. Additionally, asked for required input for different
decisions, the interviewees indicate the requirements specification as an important input
for almost all decisions. Finally, asked for a “wish list”, the testers indicate that the
quality of the requirements specification is more important than other sources of
information. Based on these three facts we conclude that the requirements specification
is an important information source for testers.
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6. Related Work
Similar work, analysing information gathering strategies of maintainers is described
in [S202] and in [TL01]. Most related work focuses on the description of the test
process, e.g. the fundamental test process presented in [SLS06] addresses phases and
activities to be passed through when testing a software system. The IEEE standard for
software test documentation [IEEE98] specifies all artefacts to be created during the
testing process, e.g. the test plan; the information flow as well as the information sources
needed are not part of the standard. Another group of related work represents test
process improvement models like TPI (Test Process Improvement) [KP02] or test
maturity assessment models, e.g. TMM (Testing Maturity Model) [BSC96]. The focus of
these models is not the information flow within the testing process, but the steps for its
improvement, respectively on criteria to assess the maturity of the organizational testing
process. None of the presented references contains empirical studies. The work which is
most related to our work is [Da05]. The authors present guidelines for requirements
engineering practices which facilitate testing. In contrast to the work in [Da05] which
addresses requirements engineering processes and artefacts, this study has a larger focus
including other information sources of the software development project. Additionally,
we analyze communication as well as the role of experience during testing.

7. Conclusions and Future Work
In this research work, we presented the results of an interview study performed during
the SIKOSA project with experienced testers with the aim to analyze the information
flow during testing as the starting point for test process improvements. This work served
as basis for the definition of the PAT3-Approach [IP06] as part of the whole SIKOSA
methodology. The PAT3 Approach captures testing experience and knowledge in form
of patterns. PAT3 defines 5 pattern categories (process patterns, automation patterns,
transformation patterns, testability patterns, traceability patterns) which improve the
interface between requirements engineering and testing.
The main results of our study regarding the research questions formulated in Section
3.1 can be summarized as follows:
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Not surprisingly, the requirements specification is the document used most frequently
during testing (Question Q1). This document is used as input for all decisions to be
made. However, there is another information source which is almost equally valuable:
previously found defects. Additionally, the requirements engineer and the project
manager are roles consulted most frequently by testers (Question 2). Surprisingly, testers
mention a high communication overhead during test execution. This fact is an indicator
for poor quality of the requirements specification, confirmed as a major problem during
testing by almost all interviewees. Experience plays an important role, and the definition
of test data requires by far the most experience (Question 3). Additionally, decisions
related to TP&C and TCE require much experience. At first glance, the latter is
unexpected, but since most organizations do not define a test strategy, evaluation is not
easy in the absence of operational goals. As expected, test execution requires little
experience and is consequently well suited to be automated.
Our future work will concentrate on thorough analyses, like the analysis of the
relationship between documentation and communication needs and experience required
in making testing decisions. Additionally, we will recommend solutions for often
occurring problems presented in Section 4.5.
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